
Welcome Goddesses!
 Give yourself:

 A deep breath
 A prayer

 An intention
 A gentle stretch

 A vigorous shake

 Let’s Tune In <3 



Let’s 
Share!

Does anyone want to share 
what they have so far for 
their Destiny Client 
Directive?

Any questions from last week?



Creating Irresistible Offers

Your offers are what people pay 
you for…

Before you get on the phone or engage 
potential clients it is a really good idea 
to have your offers mapped out*.

They are the programs, classes, 
retreats, courses, and private coaching 
packages that you sell!



Creating Irresistible Offers

1. To sell right away, your offers should be relevant to the moment*.

2. Your offers should be based on what you know it takes to successfully create 
the results your client wants*.

3. It’s a great idea to have multiple entry points to your work*.

4. All the marketing you need can come directly from your Origin Offer Blueprint.



Your Origin Offer
(Also known as You Signature Program or Signature Method)

 Your Origin Offer is the core 
transformational teachings of the 
programs you are creating…

 …organized into a blueprint of 
your clients journey.



They are the core pieces of your own journey, usually, and the heartbeat 
of your message. 

Creating a Template for Your Programs helps you:
~ Get super clear and seriously organized
~ Create really focused copy for your marketing
~ Dial in on the essence of your work and makes it really easy to convey what 
your programs are about
~ Maps out the exact steps that your clients will take to get the results they 
desire.

Your Origin Offer is the core or foundational teachings that you 
share all the time.



Here is the 
exact blueprint
I made for this 

course…



And here is the 
blueprint I made 
for the very first 

Online Course I did 
my first year… 



Components 
of

Great 
Programs

Components
of Great 

Programs

FB 
Group

Group 
Coaching

1on1 
Coaching

Voxer

Live 
Events

Challenges 
(30 days of 

lives videos)

Downloadable 
Content

Membership 
Sites

Course
work



Your Client 
Ascension pyramid 

(ladder) reflects
 how much access 

a client has to you.

Your Client
 Ascension Pyramid



~Soulwork~

Module 2 - Create Irresistible Offers
1. Creating Irresistible Offers ~ Your Client Ascension Ladder

2. Origin Offer Blueprint

Blank Origin Offer Blueprint (fillable)

Also included for you to download:

~ Examples of my blueprints

~ Components of Great Programs

~ Client Ascension Pyramid



Questions?


